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CONITON: C ET SITATIO, MAJOR ISSUES, AIND
REC'NT INTEhiNATIONAL DISCUSSIGiJS

Introduction

1. The 28th Plenary Meeting of the International Cotton Advisory
Conmittoo (ICAC) was held in Kampala, Uganda, from June 2 to 11, 1969]-/.
This was the second meeting of the thirty-year-old Connittee to be held
in Africa (the first one was held in Cairo, in 19L48), and the choice of
location this year reflects anow a recognition of the importance of
the Africa,continent in world prodtuction, and particularly exports, of
raw cotton, . The Meeting was attended by representatives from 33
member countries and observers from seven non-member countries and eight
international organizations, including the Bank.

2. The Bank's long-standing interest in the activities of the
ICAC is associated with the fact that the latter is the only interna-
tional body dealing actively with cotton problems (there are no permanent
or ad hoc study groups or bodies on cotton under FAO or UNCTAD, for
example). Moreover, as there is no formal or informal international
agreement in cotton, the annual meetings of the ICAC usually provide
helpful indications concerning the current focus or future direction of
the cotton policies of major producing and consuming countries - and
this year's meeting was no exception. In fact, policy issues, including
the question of collective action under an international cotton agree-
ment, received at this year's meeting the closest attention since the
Lima meeting in 1966.

1/ The International Cotton Advisory Committee is a world-wide organi-
zation of governments, with headquarters in Washington, D.C., designed
"to afford a continuous understanding of the world cotton situation
and to promote cooperation in the solution of international cotton
problems." The Committee's membership has risen from 41 to 42 coun-
tries this year, with the accession of Hungary - the first Eastern
European country to Join the ICAC.

2/ The African continent accounts for nearly 15 percent of world cotton
output and approximately 25 percent of world cotton exports (ex-
cluding, in both cases, centrally planned economies). More than
three-fourths of the African countries produce some cotton, mostly
for export, and cotton plays a significant role in the econonies of
most of these countries. It is interesting to note that hialf of
24 countries in the world where cotton exports account for five
percent or more of total export earnings are in Africa (see "Cotton:
Past Trends and Outlook," Sec M 69-251., Phy 12, 1969, Table 3).
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3. Th}is paper reports and comments on the major topics of interest
to the Bank discuzsed at or highlighted by the recenrt cotton meetinfg
taking the current world cotton situation as a point of departure. A
list of selected conference documents distribut,ed at the meeting is given
in Annex I.

CURRENT SI'IUATION AND IrIPLICATIONS

Backlground

4l. Generally speaking, the world cotton economy has been facing
two major problems in the last few years, namely, (a) a slackening in the
growth rate of world cotton consumption, largely as a result of the in-
roads made by man-fibers (demand for all textile fibers combined has been
growing at a more or less steady rate), and (b) a tendency for world cot-
ton production to outstrip world cotton consumption.;./. The problem of
competition from man-made fibers has been present longer (since tha late
thirties) and the intensity of its impact on global cotton consumption
and prices has been more continuous and less variable; consequently its
effects have been rather insidious. The problem of oversupply, hlowever,
has shown a tendency to vary widely in intensity, particularly as mani-
fested in irregular but marked stock cycles (most of the variation occur-
ring in the United States stocks). The latter problem, reinforced by
considerations relating to the problem of inter-fiber competition, has
led to periodic significant downward adjustments in prices, associated
with changes in U.S. cotton poliCV2/! Consequently, and given the natural
tendency of most countries to be more concerned with short-term than with
long-term problems, in periods of excessive supplies, tho world cc. ,on
community's attention has been concentrated on how to cope with the stock
problem, and the problem of inter-fiber competition has often been rela-
tively neglected. This has been the case since the beginning of the
1966/67 season, when world stocks reached an all-time high, as noted below.
The present paper reviews the interaction of the two forces, i.e., over-
production and inter-fiber competition, during this period, their impli-
cations for the future and the reaction of the principal exporting countries
at the latest meeting of the ICAC.

1/ To these two may be added a third problem area, namely, that associated
with exports of cotton textiles from developing countries, wlhich has
repercussions both on industrialization in developing countries and on
trends in import demand for raw cotton.

2/ For a detailed discussion of the mechanics of the linlcs between world
cotton prices and U.S. domestic and export price policies, and their
effects on producing countries in the rest of the world, see back-
ground paper on "Cotton: Past Trends and Outlook," May 12, 1969, pp.16,
17 and also "Recent Developments Affecting Cotton," Cormmodity Note
No. 55, November 17, 1966, pp. 4-5.
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The 1968/69 Season

5. The upswing of the last stock cycle had begun with the 1962/63
cotton season (August - July) following a period of relative equilibriumi
between world demannd and supply in the preceding three seasons. A record
level of stocks was reached by the beginning of the 1966/67 season, when
the world carryover stood at 30.6 million bales (one bale equals 478 pounds
of lint cotton., net), equivalent to seven month's disaprpearance (consump-
tion plus cotton statistically unaccounted for), compared to an averape of
roughly 20 million bales, or five months' disappearance, in the 1960/61-
1962/63 period. By the beginzning of the 1968/69 season (i.e., on August 1,
1968), however, world cotton stocks were reduced to 21.6 million bales, or
slightly under five months' disappearance. More importantly, stocks held
by the United States on August 1, 1968 were 6.5 million bales, compared
with 16.9 milion bales two years before (Table 1).

6. The liquidation of surplus stocks (those above normal carry-
over) this time had been achieved in a remarkably short period.I/ and
without the anticipated irnmediate downward adjustment in prices. This
was made possible by two successive short crops in 1966/67 and 1967/68
(roughly 7 percent and 10 percent, respectively, below world consumption),
reflecting largely sharp voluntary cutbacks in U.S. acreage, although
other factors also helped: some constraint in expanding acreage in other 2/
countries and below-average yields in the U.S. and in several other areas-
As the U.S. and world stock position shrank, prices began to edge upward
during the 1967/68 season: first in medi-um-long staple varietiesi/ (in which
a selective shortage had developed) and later in most other varieties.

1/ The stock reduction in the previous cycle had been carried out over
five years (1955/56 to 1960/61)!

2/ While the U.S. Government had the authority and machinery (under the
U.S. Food and Agriculture Act of 1965) to reduce its stocks by offer-
ing them for export at whatever prices were necessary, it neverthe-
less encouraged sharp voluntary cutbacks in acreage (by increasing
farmers' incentives to divert larger proportions of their cotton
acreage allotments to other uses) in order to expedite the liquida-
tion of stocks and avert a major decline in world prices. As a result,
U.S. cotton output fell from an average of roughly 15 million bales
in 1963/64-1965/66 to 9.9 iui:llion bales in 1966/67 and 7.2 million
bales in 1967/68.

3/ 1" to 1 - 3/32".



This, coupled with some speculative buying, pushed average cotton pricesfor 1967/68 10 percont or more above levels of the precoding season(Table 2).

7. Tlhe performance of the world cotton economy in 1968/69 has been"mixed,," as is brought out succinctly in the followiing extract from theICAC Secretariat's annual review of the world cotton situation.

"For the first time for many years, world production andconsumption are in equilibrium. Moreover, the quality distri-
bution of supply is better balanced than has been the case inother seasons. Despite these optimistic factors, howiever,
problems of considerable magnitude still confront the world
cotton economy. WTorld use of cotton remains at around the
record level, but consumption failed to make any real headwMy
in a rapidly growing fiber market this season, primarily be-cause of the comrpetitive gains of the man-made fibers. World
trade in cotton remains below the level of two years ago and,considering the decline in prices, total export earnings from
cotton declined this season. Thus, despite th3 improved
statistical situation, difficulties still exist and renewed
efforts must be made to expand consumption and trade to pro-
vide outlets for the anticipated increase in production over
the next few years."li

8. The statistical position in the 1968/X69 season (ending on July31, 1969) appears to be developing as follows. IWorld cotton output isprovisionally estimated at 52.7 million bales, compared to 47.7 millionbales in 1967/68, and at approximately the same level as the IrCAC Secre-tariat's forecast for wJorld consumption, namely, 52.6 million bales - alevel representing no change over a year ago (Table 1). This implieslittle or no change in ending stocks compared to those at the beginningof the season. IWorld cotton exports are expected by the ICAC Secretariatto remain near last season's level of 17.2 million bales. ?Jeanwhile,most of the gain that had taken place in prices during 1967/68 appears tohave been lost this season: prices of most cottons by March 1969 Twiere10 percent or more below March 1968, although there were notable excep-tionsJ (Table 2); the price decline seems to have leveled off somewhat

1/ ICAC, "Cotton: Monthly Review of the tXrld Situation," Nay-June 1969,P .

2/ The supply of short, harsh cottons (used primarily in non-spinning
uses and exported largely by India and Pakistan) is very tight, andprices have risen to levels comparable to certain medium staple cottons.Extra-long staple cotton prices continue to reflect the strong statis-tical position of such cottons this season.



in the last few months, howeverl/. The sharp losses in prices (particu-
larly in the early part of the season), given the apparent balance between
production and consumption, appear to be attributable to speculative be-
havior associated witl< expectations of larger availabilities, leading to
greater pressure to sell than to buy, and the impact of high interest
rates in some countries on stocking policies.

9. Three-fourths of the estimated increase in wvorld output occurred
in the United States, where output rose from 7e2 million bales last year
to 10.9 million bales in 1968/69, and the remainder in countries other
than the centrally planned econories (output in the latter showed little
change for the third year). It is Lnternsting to note that nearly two-
thirds of the increase in production outside the U.S. and the centrally
planned economies took place in Mexico and Brazil, and dramatic gains of
10 to 40 percent were registered by countries such as Colombia, Argentina,
Iran, Syria, Sudan, El Salvador, Israel and Australia (Table 3). Where-
as, among these, in Mexico, Argentina and El Salvador (and to some extent
in Syria), the rise in output this season reflected a return to more nor-
mal levels, in the otbers it represented a continuation or acceleration
of longer upwrard trends in production. In addition, while most of the
countries listed above experienced favorable growing conditions and irm-
proved yields, except for Israel (where the increase in area was marginal),
the gains in production resulted also ftrom acreage expansion (Tables 4
and 5). The expansion of acreage in most cases was undoubtedly stimu-
lated by the high prices which had been obtained in the 1967/68 season.

10. The above countries appear to have had no serious difficulty
in marketing their larger exportable surpluses so far this season, in
view of the relatively unfavorable export supply position of the United
States. Despite the 50 percent increase in U.S. cotton production, total
availability in the U.S. in 1968/69 (beginning stocks plus t;his sson's
crop) has been 2.3 million bales less than in the previous season. . In
addition, mid-season shipments were adversely affected by a prolonged
dock workers' strike, Earlier in the season, cotton exports were slow?ed
down by enlarged supplies of more competitively priced cottons from

l/ The c.i.f. Liverpool price of Mexican Strict Middling 1 - 1/16"
(a pivotal grade), which had risen from an average of 29.3 cents
per pound in 1966/67 to an average of 31.9 cents per pound in
1967/68, stood at 28.5 cents in March 1969 (compared to 32.2 cents
in March 1968), and has been quoted at 28 cents during the first
week of July of this year.

2/ Beginning stocks in 1968/69 were 6.5 million bales compared to 12.h
million bales in 1967/68, i.e., six million bales dowTn, or more than
the increase in output of 3.7 million bales.
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other sources. U.S. exports in 1968/69 are expected to total around
2.5 million bales compared to 14.2 million bales in 1967/68. Thus, while
total world exports for 1968/69 may not be too different from the level
of 1967/68, exports from countries outside the U.S. and centrally planned
economies may show a substantial increase in 1968/69.

11. As imrplied in the ICAC statement, therefore, while the current
world cotton situation is encouraging in some respects, it does not mark
any firm progress toward the solution of the basic problems confronted
by cotton for several reasons, which are examined below.

The Problem of Overproduction

12. Foreseeable developments on the production side of the equa-
tion alone, indicate that the balance between production and consumption
which has been achieved in the 1968/69 season may not endure during the
next one or two years (a longer term look at the problem of overproduc-
tion will be taken later). Having achieved its objective of reducing
its stocks to a manageable level, the U.S. has indicated that it plans
to raise its output, as soon as pra-ticable, back to a more "normal"
level. On the basis of various official statements, this policy implies
a level of production sufficient to meet its domestic requirements
(roughly 8.5 million bales at the current depressed rate of consumption),
and exports of about four million bales in the short-run (compared to an
estimated 2.5 million in 1968/69 and 14.2 million in 1967/68) and perhaps
more later. In addcLaon the U.S. may find it desirable to add 0.5 mil-
lion bales to stocks in order to improve the varieoty-composition of the
carryover. This would put the U.S. production goal for the near future
at around 13 million bales compared to the 1968/69 level of 10.9 million.
The 1969/70 crop is forecast at around 12 million bales, and a crop of
13 million bales may materialize in 1970/71. Production growth in the
rest of the world (excluding the centrally planned countries), though
unlikely to match the experience of 1968/69 when it rose by 1.6 million
bales, or 6.7 percent, in response to the hig prices of a year earlier,
may be estimated in the order of 800 thousand bales per annum in the next
two seasons, in accordance with past trends. In addition, modest ad-
vances in production are also likely to occur in cotton producing centrally
planned countries. Thus, by 1970/71 world cotton output may be as high as
57 million bales, compared to 52.7 million bales in 1968/69. On the other
hand, at recent prices, world consumption by 1970/71 is unlikely to rise
above 54-55 million bales, even under the most optimistic assumptions
(compared to an estimated 52.6 million bales in 1968/69) This would fall
some two to three million bales short, or possibly more, of anticipated
production. Thus, other things being equal, the short-term outlook points
toward continued weak, or further weakening, cotton prices, the actual
levels depending largely on the yield out-turn and on the performance of
cotton consumption, particularly vis a vis man-made fibers.
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13. The countries participating at the recent ICAC meeting were
generally aware of the above possibilities and approached the subject
by raising the question "whether the curront level of world stocks is
adequate or not" (and its corollary, namely, "what constitutes an ade-
quate level of stocks under current market conditions"); in other words,
could or should part of the anticipated growth in production be absorbed
into stocks? This question seems to be, in a sense, "academic," since
there is no international agreement in cotton or a mechanism for achiev-
ing collectively a particular stock positiorl. The countries raising
this question (particularly the developing countries planning to expand
their cotton output) seemed to be implying, however, that if it could be
agreed that the current level of stocks were rather low, the United
States ("as the world's largest producer and exporter") should be per-
suaded to take appropriate action, ex ante, to raise its stocks by with-
holding some of its anticipated larger supplies from export, thus easing
the expected pressure in the coming years of enlarged world supplies on
prices.

14. While it was generally agreed that the current global stock
position was too tight, partic larly in view of the intensified com-
petition from man-made fibers= , no consensus could be reached on wihat
constitutes an "adequate" level of stocks. One delegate rightly pointed
out that the latter depended on "who hold the stocks" - more precisely,
on the disposal policies (particularly concerning price and timing) of
the countries holding the bulk of the stocks (or the world cotton cozm-
munity's expectations regarding them). The United States, for examrple,
which is usually the most important holder of stocks, gave no indica-
tion of any disposition to alter its present policy objective (under
the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965) of avoiding another major stock
build-up in the future.

1/ It will be recalled that, unlike earlier periods, since the en-
actment of the U.S. Food and Agriculture Act of 1965, the U.S.
has not been committed to supporting any pre-established world
price of cotton and accumnulating stocks below such a price.
(See "Recent Developments Affecting Cotton, "Economic's Depart-
ment, Commodity Note No. 55, November 17, 1966.)

2/ It was stressed, in a roport on inter-fiber competition, that
one of the key advantages of man-made fibers over cotton was the
assurance of adequate (quantitatively and qualitatively), stable
(or easily replenishable), and conveniently located stocks at
the suppliers' end. (ICAC, "Report on Inter-Fiber Competition,"
Doc. 20-XXVIII, June 1969, p. 8.)
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Recent Developments in Inter-Fiber Conpetition

15. According to recent preliminary estimates of world textile
fiber consumption (i.e., consumption of the so-called apparel fibers,
namely, cotton, wool, and man-made fibers) by the ICAC, although
calendar 1968.1/ was a good year for textile raw materials in general,
the relative performance of cotton in the same period was most dis-
appointing. Glob1 mill consumption of raw cotton in 1968 (in terms
of actual weighLt2) made a miodest advance of O.4 percent compared to
1967 (and compared to an average growth rate of 1.8 percent per annum
during the last ten years), while in the same year, consumption of
the principal apparel fibers combined registered a sharp gain of
6.8 percent (compared to an average annual growth rate of 4.1 percent
between 1958 and 1968). Consequently, the share of cotton in aggre-
gate consumption, of apparel fibers, in tems of ac ual weight, shrank
from 60.2 percent in 1967 to 56.7 percent in 1968Ž/.

16. The loss in cotton's market share in 1968 becomes even more
pronounced O en consumption of other fibers is converted into "cotton
equivalents. " in order to take into account their cotton-displacement
capabilities. Cotton's share, in this case, appears to have contracted
from 53.9 percent in 1967 to h9.6 percent in 1968, i.e., below one-half
of the total apparel fiber market for the first time in history, and
by 4.3 percentage points in one year. This represents the sharpest
decline in th6 last 10 years, for which comparable data are available/.

1/ There are no estimates of world apparel fiber consumption on a
cotton-year basis, i.e., August 1 - July 31.

2/ Since a given volume of man-made fibers tends to displace a larger
volume of cotton (due to the generally lighter weight and lower
waste-factors of the former), it is important, in measuring rela-
tive performance, to distinguish between consumption figures on
an actual-wieight basis and those on a "cotton-equivalent basis,"
as will be done in the next paragraph.

3/ "Report on Inter-Fiber Competition.," op. cit., p. 3.

4/ Using USDA conversion factors published periodically.

5/ The average annual decline in cotton's share between 1958 and
1968 works out to slightly under two percentage points per annum,
and the sharpest decline in one year over the same period was
three percentage points (in 1962). See Table 6.
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Meantime, wool's share declined from 3.8 percent to 3.6 percent, al-
though consumption in absolute terms rose by 2.9 percent on an actual-
weight basis and 3.9 percent on a cotton-equivalent basis, recovering
from the depressed level of 1967. The share of cellulosic fibers
(rayon and acetate) also declined, though marginally, for the fifth
consecutive year. In effect, therefore, the bulk of the growth in
aggregate apparel fiber consumption went to synthetic (non-cellulosic)
fibers, leading to an expansion in their rarket share from 22.2 per-
cent in 1967 to 27.0 percent in 1968 (Table 6). The sharpest erosion
of cotton's markets in 1968 occurred in the United States, where al-
though total fiber consumption rose by 11 percent (in terms of cotton
equivalents) from its 1967 levol, mill consumption of raw cotton was
approximately seven percent below a year ago. As a result, cotton's
share of the U.S. fiber market shrank from 39.8 percent to 33.3 per-
cent, or by a remarkable 6.5 percentage points in one year-

17. Some of the factors explaining cotton's unusually poor per-
formance in 1968 were the familiar forces contributing to the dramatic
success of m-an-made fibers in the past, such as the superiority of
some of the physical properties (such as strength and durability) of
man-made fibers in general, the greater profitability of the latter in
most steps of processing and marketing, and va t rosearch and promotion
expenditures compared to natural fibers, etc,.¢ In addition, however,
there were in 1968 several significant developments (some of wzhich had
appeared in 1967) which initonsified the competition between man-made
fibers (particularly non-cellulosic fibers, or synthetics) and cotton.
The most important of these were (a) keen price competition betwfeen
cotton and synthetic fibers (particularly polyester, which is generally
spun in cotton-spinning systems and mostly blended with cotton); and
(b) the emergence of permanent-press, or no-ironing, properties as
one of the most important non-price factors in inter-fiber competition.

18. The price parity between cotton and synthetic fibers (taking
the list price of branded fibers in the case of the latter), which had
narrowed considerably in 1967 largely as a result of sharp declines in
synthetic fiber prices, narrowed further in 1968 in most markets,
this time as a consequence of rising cotton prices (Table 7). 1Moreover,
although list prices of most synthetic fibers showed little change in
1968, off-list selling prices ruled considerably below official quota-
tions, and prices of unbranded fibers were reported to be even lowJer.
Furthermore, conversion of synthetic fiber prices to "cotton equiva-
lents" throws additional light on the relationship between the latter
and cotton prices.

1/ "Report on Inter-Fiber Competition," op. cit. Table 1.

2/ See "Cotton: Past Trends and Outlook," op. cit., pp. 14-15.

... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .
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19. Thus, in the Unitod States, for example, while the mill price
of cotton (Strict Mliddling 1 - 1/16"') in February 1969 was 36 cents per
pound (nearly 10 percent below a year ago) and the list price of branded
polyester was quoted at 61 cents per pound, the off-list price of the
latter (on a cotton-equivalent basis) has been estimated at 411 cents per
pound - probably even lower in the case of unbranded fiber - or only
five cents above the price of cotton. While the above adjusted price
difference between cotton and branded polyester fiber may still appear
to be substantial, it is a far cry from the margin of 25-30 cents just
two years ago. Mqoreover, the "cotton-equivalent" comparison does not
take into account the relative advantages and disadvantages in technical
characteristics, end-use suitability and suppliers' services (technical
advice, promotion allowances, etc.) of the two fibers, which tend to
favor polyester. Bearing in mind these advantages,, "the above price
relationships indicate that there is now an area of direct price competi-
tion between cotton and polyester., just as there has been between cotton
and rayon for years.1'2/

20. There seems to be little doubt that the narrowing price parity
between cotton and polyester over the last two years has been a major
factor leading to the poor performance of cotton relative to man-made
fibers in 1968, particularly when it is remembered that polyester, due
to its special physical properties, has been one of t)5 two major compe-
titors of cotton (the other being rayon) to begin vrithS' . The key, or
most desirable, property of polyester fibers (in the context of presont
consumer preferences) is their suitability for manufacturing permanont-
press fabrics (valued highly by consumers in developed areas, wqhere labor
is relatively expensive) whq.n blended iwith cotton. Although permanent-
press fabrics made entirely out of cotton have been developed and mar-
keted in some countries recently, it is generally agreed that these are
no match (at least so far) to the polyester/cotton blends which have been
displacing all-cotton fabrics in end-uses traditionally dominated by
cotton V/. Consequently, polyester/cotton blends are reported to have

1/ "Report on Inter-Fiber Competition," op. cit., p. 7.

2/ It should be noted, however., that while there was no apparent phy-
sical shortage of cotton in 1968, the progressive tightening of the
supply situation and associated fears of a possible physical short-
age may have contributed to the shift by some mills from cotton to
man-made fibers.

3/ While it is technically feasible to apply satisfactory durable-press
finishes to cotton, these finishes tend to affect adversely the ten-
sile strength and durability of the fabric. In the case of polyester/
cotton blends, the loss in the strength of the cotton component is
made up by the superior strength of the polyester component.



made significant advances in the shirt market in a number of countries;
they seem to have penetrated in a substantial way the sheet market; and

they appear to bo making inroads into the market for men's underwear.

21. An inevitable preliminary conclusion emerging from the recent
experience summarized above is that in order for world cotton consump-
tion growth in the next few years to average anywhere near the 2 - 2.5

percent per annum experienced in the last 10 - 12 years, cotton will
have not only to retain its current share, but also to regain (at least
partly) the share lost to polyest,er in 1968, in key end-uses. This wfill

depend largely on (a) the future price relationship between cotton and
polyester, (b) the development of improved durable-press finishes for

cotton, and (c) promotion.

22. It is extremely difficult to project the price parity betwieen

cotton and polyester or other man-made fibers with any precision. The

key imponderable, in addition to demand/supply considerations, is the

future trend in the relative production costs of the two fibers. It

seems reasonable to assume in this respect (on the basis of past experi-
ence and the obvious dissimilarities between the economic characteris-
tics of cotton cultivation and man-made fiber production) that, barring

a major breakthrough in cotton yields, the scope for cost reductions in

the case of polyester and indeed man-made fibers in general,(through
economies of sale, and research and development) is greater than in the

case of cotton. Moreover, cotton growers in most countries are not as

disposed (or cannot afford) to allow their profit margins - which are

relatively low - to fall, as are man-made fiber industries - where mar-

gins have been considerably higher. (Besides, the latter as a group

can maintain their profit levels, in such contingencies, by expanding

their volume of sales through product development, improvement and
promotion!) Thus, whichever way prices of cotton and polyester move in

the medium term (when a breakthrough in cotton yields can be ruled out),

it is highly unlikely that the margin between the two will widy7 again

sufficiently to tilt the scales, by itself, in favor of cotton-

23. One of the concerns of cotton prodlucing countries at the TCAC
meeting was therefore research and development and in particular the

"progress report"l of the International Institute for Cotton (IIC), which

1/ It will be interesting to observe (when data become available) howr

relative shares have been moving in 1969, during the first half of

which cotton prices have ruled below 1968 levels.
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has been active in these fields since 1967!'.

24. The IIC reported on its activities since the last meeting of
the ICAC in June 2968, which included significant cotton research and
promotion programs, and indicated that the results so far had been most
encouraging. For example, the development of improved permanent-press
finishes for cotton were said to be "within reach."' In addition, the
IIC was continuing to finance research aimed at increasing scientists1
knowledge of the molecular structure of the cotton fiber in order to
improve the spinning and end-use properties of cotton. Special meetings
are planned for 1970 between geneticists and industry representatives
to determine the areas of research that ought to be concentrated on in
the future, In the area of promotion, the IIC reported tha', it under-
took several successful promotion and advertizing campaigns in a number
of countries such as Japan, the United Kingdon, Italy and NorwJay, wirth
the cooperation of major retail outlets in these countries. These appear
to have led to dramatic increases in sales of cotton products in all in-
stances. The number and scope of the campaigns, however, were limited
by the availaiblity of funds, and the suiccess stories reported, though
promising, pertained to the sales record (in the products advertized) of
a dozen or so cooperating retailers. Consequently, as the gloomy statis-
tical picture for 1968 indicates, the results have not been on a suffi-
ciently large scale to be reflected in improved aggregate cotton consump-
tion fig7ares for individual countries. Nevertheless, the IIC seems to
have proVen convincingly and to a large audience (ranging from cotton
producers to mills, retailers and consumers) that cotton research and

1/ The IIC is an independent inter-governmental organization founded in
1966 (under the auspices of the ICAC) by six countries (namely, the
U.S., India, M1Iexico, the UAR, the Sudan and Spain) whose objective
is cotton research and promotion. Three more countries (Greece,
Tanzania, and more recently, Peru) have joined the Instituto since
then. Member countries contribute one dollar per bale of cotton
exported to Western Europe and Japan - the promotion target areas,
which account for nearly 60 percent of world cotton imports. Its
annual expenditures are estimated in the order of $7 - $10 million,
roughly half of which are obtained through members' contributions
and the other half from cotton interests in importing countries
cooperating in the promotion campaigns. (This, incidentally, is a
fraction of the total expenditures of man-made fiber industries in
these fields - see my memorandum on "Research and Promotion Expen-
ditures on Some Industrial Fibers," dated March 29, 1968.) The
U.S. has a similar national program for cotton research and pro-
motion on a domestic scale.
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promotion pays - and this may be its greatest, and indeed a valuable,
contribution so far. The major brake on further concrete progress seems
to be the limitation of resources.

25. In conclusion, despite some encouraging elements in cotton
research and promotion, man-made fibers continue to cast a dark shadow
over the future of cotton. This continues to be of particular concern
in view of the rather ambitious long-term production plans of several
cotton producing countries, which are discussed next below.

LONG- TERM PRODUCTION PLANS AND IMPLI CATIONS

26. A novel contribution at the recent Plenary Meeting of the
ICAC was the present-ation by the Secretariat of a document - at the
request of last year's Plenary Meeting - on cotton production plans for
the next five years (i.e., for 1973), which also included some estimates
of consumption growfth over the same period. The document is reproduced
in full in Annex II. The data therein are based on government submis-
sions of "the best available estimates on production plans over the next
five years," and should be treated wvith caution for several reasons.
First, as stated in the Secretariat's preface, "in some instances the
figures given are planned increases, and in others purely opinions."
Second, the price levols at which production was projected by differcnt
countries, and other underlying assumptions (regarding area and yield,
for example), were not specified in most cases. Nor are the bases for
the consumption estimates (where given), to which the production plans
appeared to be linked in some instances, clearl/. Finally, no furthor
light was throwfn on the figures during the Meeting. In fact, the paper
was hardly discussed, although the Secretariat was requested to continue
to collect and improve the coverage of such infiormation in the future.

27. Despite their obvious shortcomings, however, the figures merit
some analysis as they are. In the following paragraphs, an attempt is
made to put the data in perspective by relating them to past trends or
by making some simple assumptions in order to highlight their most ob-
vious implications.

28. Production plans for 1973 were reported by 31 countries, in-
cluding the United States, accounting for 54 percent of wforld output
in 1968/69 ("world" including centrally planned countries, hereafter

1/ For example, since the consumpption projections shown refer to domes-
tic farmn and mill consumption of raw cotton (rather than to consump-
tion of cotton goods), it is not clear whether, or what proportion
of, the anticipated increase in consumption is expected. to result
from exports of cotton textiles.



abbreviated as c.p.c.) and 78 percent of world output, excluding c.p.C.
The 30 reporting countries, other than the U.S., produce 33 percent of
world output (including c.p.c.) and 48 percent of it (excluding c.p.c.).

29. Of these, 25 countries (not including the U.S.) reported also
estimates for consumption in 1973. Those reportina on both consumption
and production account for 30 percent of world output (60 percent, if
we exclude from the base both the U.S. and c.p.c.), and 22.14 percent of
world consumption (or 414.7 percent, excluding the U.S. and c.p.c.) -
indicating that nearly one-fourth of the group's output is produced for
export. Thus, the sample of countries is not insignificant, particularly
in the case of production.

30. According to their submissions, aggregate production in these
31 countries is projected to increase from 28.4 million bales in 1968/69
to 35.4 million bales in 1973, or at a rate of 4.5 percent per annum
(see Annex II for details). U.S. production would recover from a level
of 10.9 million bales in 1968/69 (compared to an average of 15.0 million
in 1961/62-1965/66, i.e., before the sharp voluntary cutback in acreage
three years ago) to 13.0 million bales; and production in the other 30
countries would grow from 17.5 million bales in 1968/69 (compared to
15.8 million five years ago) to 22.4 million bales in 1973. That is,
of the implied growth of seven million bales for the 31 countries as a
group, five million bales (or roughly 70 percent) would materialize in
30 countries outside the U.S. accounting for only 33 percent of wzorld
output (including c.p.c.) in 1968/69.

31. The implied expansion of seven million bales over the next
five years in these 31 countries alone (accoumting for 54 percent of
total world output, including c.p.c., in 1968/69) is equiva ent to the
total growth in the cotton output of the entire world registeqred during
the last seven years. If production in central'ly pla.,ed co.untrics is
projected at half the rate acrhieved in the last five ycars (namely, at
about two parcelnt per annum) and output in the rest of the world (i.ot,
in non-reporting countries) is assumed to continuie to expand at the same
rate as in the past few years, world output in 1973 wrould work out to
64 million bales, compared to 52.7 nillicn in 1968/69 and 48 million
bales in 1962/63.

32. If wiorld cotton consumption were to grow at the sa.me rate of
2.0 percent per annum achieved between 1963/64 and 1968/69 in the next
five years, it would reach a level of only 58 million bales by 1973, or
eight million bales below the hypothetical 64 million bales arrived at
above. In order for world consumption in 1973 to match the implied level
in world production, demand would have to grow twice as rapidly as in
the past - i.e., the growth rate would have to double from about two per-
cent to four percent, per annum.



330 Finally, the implied future growth rate of consuwption for

the group of 25 countries reporting on the latter works out to 3.9

percent per annum. While this is higher than the rate of 2.2 percent

achieved by these countries collectively in the last five years, it is

nevertheless far below the implied growrth rate of 5.3 in the cotton

output of the group. As the ICAC Secretariat put it, "From the in-

formation supplied it is apparent that, generally speaking, the planned

increases in consumption are much less than the anticipated increase

in production. This leads to the conclusion, therefore, that the bulk

of the increase in production will be made available for export."

34. We recognize that the picture presented above, given the
shortcomings of the data noted in paragraph 26, is by and large hypo-

thetical. But it seems appropriate to conclude that there are many

forces at work making for a substantial increase in cotton production

over the long run. This would imply continued downward pressures on

prices in the future.

35. Although the above conclusioni appeared to be obvious to most

countries participating at the ICAC meetings, very few countries seemed

disposed to entertain the idea of scaling down their production plans.

At the same time, they did not relish the prospect, in the absence of

such action, of an inevitable decline in cotton price. However, the

majority of cotton producing countries appeared to place their hopes

for an improvement in the future outlook for cotton on (a,) a sharp

voluntary cutback in U.S. production and export targets./, and (b) im-

provement of demand prospects through research and promotion. A few

countries stressed the necessity to consider the feasibility of an

international cotton agreement.

36. With regard to the first possibility, the U.S. (in spite of

its delegation's often repeated statement that the rlew administration
was in the process of reviewing its cotton policy)./ does not seem to

1/ An obvious invitation to such action by the United States was made

on behalf of developing countries in the opening speech by the

Vice-President of Uganda: "I wish on behalf of developing countries
to appeal to our colleagues in this Organization wiho belong to the

more developed countries to give a holping hand to doveloping coun-
tries by avoiding executing policies which adversely affect the prices

of raw materials produced by developing countries. This wJill en-

able the developing countries to sell their products, and in this

particular case, cotton, at reasonable prices."

2/ The current cotton legislation expires in July 1971 and blueprints
for the new legislation must get undorway soon.
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be prepared to bear the burden of slowing down the future growth of
world production unilaterally (at least in the near future), by a sharp
and permanent curtailment of its own output, in order to avoid a de-
cline in world prices. The head of the U.S. delegation, who is Under-
Secretary of Agriculture, made the following remarks in this connection
at the Meeting:

"We suggest that the oft repeated goal of 'a remunera-
tive price that is fair both to the producer and the consumer'
may be replaced by 'the highest level of producer price that
is compatible with achieving a balance of production and con-
sumption at the highest practicable level.' This objective
takes full notice of our coimetition in the form of manmade
fibers and suggests that we distinguish between alternatives
by applying the test: which contributes to the higher level
of cotton consumption?" 1/

37. These would seem to imply that the United States will not
stand in the way of future downward adjust,ments in prices (by curtail-
ing output) if these would help to improve the competitive position of
cotton against other fibers.

38. MWth regard to the second possibility mentioned above, i.e.,
stimulating research and promotion, it must be noted that although all
the countries who spoke on the subject paid lip-service to the need of
expanding the International Cotton Institute's resources and activities,
very few countries appeared prepared to join the Institute. (It may be
remembered that only three countries have joined the six founding memn-
bers since 1966, compared to nearly 50 countries exporting cotton.)
The reason given most often for inability to join is the foreign exchange
burden of the required contributions. Several countries indicated that
they might find it easier to bocome members if the assessment per bale
(one dollar, at present) were reduced., but this suggestion did not bring
forth any reaction from the IIC. Thus, the prospects for a significant
multiplication of IIC's funds in the near futuire are rather slim.

TI-E QUESTION OF AN INTERDNATIONAL COTTON AGREEIM1NT

39. The question of an international agreement in cotton had been
raised first in the ICAC in 1952 and again in 1954 and, more recontly,
in 1966. Obviously, no action was taken on any of these occasions, for

1/ "United States Cotton Policy Statement," Kampala, June 1969
(mimeographed).



reasons explained elsewhere- The question became again, more or less
inadvertently, a heated subject of discussion at the 1969 meeting of the
ICAC, although it had not been placed on the agenda.

4O. The question of collective action had been raised earlier
this year by Latin American cotton-producing countries who met in
Nicaragua in April under the auspices of the Inter-American Cotton Fed-
eration. In the policy statement issued at the conclusion of the meet-
ing, known as the Managua Declaration, participating countries affirmed
"support of the Internationial Cotton Advisory Committee in the study of
all n:eans of international cooperatiorn including the feasibility of an
international cotton agreement" (see Annex III for the full text of tile
Declaration). During the first day of the ICAC Meeting, reference to th.e
Managua Declaration was made by the Executive Director in his annual
report to the Committee, and while the Director wabs essimistic about
the fsasibility of an international cotton agreement-j , his reference
generated comments later on wvhich developed into a full-fledged discus-
sion on this subject.

41. The revival of interest in the feasibility of an international
cotton agreement (at least on the part of the signatories of the I•anagua
Declaration, who raised the issue first) may be attributable, generally,
to the worsening cotton situation and outlook in the current season, in
terms of weaker prices, stronger pressures from man-made fibers, and in-
creasing competi'Lion in the export market, etc. It also seems to hav;e
been induced by a feeling that perhaps 1968/69 was a good time to con-
sider anew the question of collective action, since world stocks were
at a more or less reasonable level, (At the ICAC's Lima meeting in lQ2`6,
when the subject was last discussed, a stumbling block had been the prob-
lem of disposing of or distributing the huge stocks held by the United
States at the tiime.)

42. The deliberations at the recent moetinig, as in 1966, took the
form of considering the desirability of undertalcing a study of the fea-
sibility of an international cotton agreement. As was the case in 1966,

1/ See "Recent Developments Affecting Cotton," pp. 8 - 10.

2/ "...experience has taught us that the conclusion of an agreement
would be difficult. Unless an agreement included,or at least
took account of the synthetic fibres, it could well be self defeat-
ing and we could find ourselves in real difficulty. And, let's
not deludc ourselves for one moment that the man-made fibres will
be willing to become bed partners with cotton unless the bed sheets
are predominantly man-made." ("Report of the Executive Director,"
Doc. 10, P. 4.)

iEMd-2tY-','=i>rrlii,;firk -ailli'J,6ii fE i S2Mhi2Mk1'X'Ei$14tEav-i i$i--i ibim t- it. ..........-0@ r
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there was not enough support fcr such action- . Since no vote on this
question was takon, it is difficult to speak of the degree of support
or opposition in terms of numbers. It is interesting to note, however,
that the language of the countries whrich opposed the undertaking this
tima was more explicit and much stronger than three years ago. Sinco
the reasons for opposition were rarely given, it may be concluded simply
that the majority of countries did not find it in their interest to
change the status quo.

13. The Executive Director of the IGAC, noting the often cited
difficulties that would be posed by the classic types of agreements
(export quota, buffer stock, etc.) in the case of cotton, raised the
possibility of considering some type of "informal arrangement" along
the lines of those arrived at in the case of jute and hard fibers under
the auspices cf FAO. This generated some, but not sufficient, interest,
although it wfould not be surprising if the idea were pursued further
in the future.

44. Without passing judgment on the desirability or feasibility
of an international agreement in cotton, it is important to note that,
despite the recent failure of attempts to move closer towzard collective
action in this field, the possibility of an agroomont being negotiated
at a future date shouild not be ruled out. That is, the antecedents,
by themselves, in this instance do not make up a case against the desir-
ability, applicability or feasibility of an international. agreement in
cotton, for several reasons.

4l5. First, the question of a cotton agreement has always been dis-
cussed in rather nebulous terms. It has never been really clear, nor
was it clear at all at the recent meeting, what an "international cotton
agreement" would do (wihat would be its main objectives?) or could do.
There has not beevi offered, at least in recent years, a clear elucidation
of the above question, supported by the appropriate statistical analysis
and material. Thus, it is quite likely that in taking a position on the
desirability or feasibility of a cotton agreement in the past, the coun-
tries involved have been reacting to w,idely differing individual views
of what such an agreement should do, would do, or could do for the world
cotton economny as a whole, to begin with.

46. Second, this obviously complex subject has always been dis-
cussed at plenary sessions, i.e., at a very large gathering and, one
might add, without an agenda of specific points for step-by-stop con-
sideration. Consequently, the discussions have generally lackced ori-
entation or direction.

1/ The position of the U.S., which is of special interest, may be
sumnmarized as neutral.
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tl7. Finally, two major hidden obstacles to a systematic discussion
of the subject have been (a) the fear of developing countries that an
agreement would sanction U.S. production at a high historical level, and
(b) their hope or expectations (justified or not) that eventually the
U.S. may become persuaded to make a slharp and permanent cut in its out-
put and exports unilaterally, thus materially improving their prospects
for the future. It is perhaps not an exaggeraticn to conclude that, re-
gardless of any other difficultios, as long as there are uncertainties
(justified or not) in developing countries' minds concerning such points,
it is unlikely that there will be any significant drive toward an inter-
national cotton agreement.

Bension Varon
Trade Policies and Export Projections Division



Table 1: RECREIT TRENDS IN THE WORLD COTTON ECONOMY

(Million bales)

Average

Year Beginning 1958/59-
August 1 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69-/

Consumption
United States 8.7 8.6 9.2 9.5 9.5 9.0 8.2

Wkstern Europe 7.5 7.4 7.2 7.3 7.1 6.7 6.9

Japan 3.0 3.2 3.14 3.2 3.3 3.14 3.J4

Other (excl. c.p.e.) 12.1 13.8 14.5 14.6 15.3 15.8 16.2

Cen. Planned Econs. 15.1 14.7 15.8 16.3 17.2 17.7 17.9

World 46.4 47.7 50.1 50.9 52.4 52.6 52.6

Production
United States 14.0 15.3 15.2 14.9 9,9 7.2 10.9

Other (excl. c.p.e.) 19.0 22.2 23.0 23.5 22.8 23.9 25.5

Cen. Planned Econs. 13.5 .12.9 13.9 11.8 16.2 16.6 16.3

Wbrld 46.5 50.14 52.1 53.2 48.9 47.7 52.7

Area (million acres)
United States 114.7 14.2 114.1 1336 9.6 8.0 10.2

Other (excl. c.p.e.) 46.9 49.8 50.7 50.1 149.0 50.2 52.0

Cen. Planned Econs. 18.2 16.7 17.3 17.8 18.3 18.7 18.6

World 79.8 80.7 82.1 81.5 76.9 76.9 80.8

Yied_ (lbs/acre)
United States 453.6 517 517 527 480 447 512

Other (excl. c.p.e.) 193.6 214 217 223 221 227 233

Cen. Planned Econs. 351.7 369 3841 399 1421 1423 14g

Wbrld 279.8 299 303 313 302 297 312

Excports
United States 5.0 5.7 14.1 2.9 4.7 ..14.2 n.a,

Other (exel. c.p.e.) 9.0 10.4 10.6 11.5 10.7 10.14 n.a.

Cen. Planned Econs. 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.14 2.5 2.6 n.a.

World 15.8 17.9 16.8 16.8 17.9 17.2 n.a.



Table 1: Continued

Average
Year Beginning 1958/59-

August 1 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69.1

Impo rts
Japan 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.1 3.6 3.5 n.a.
Western Europe 7.0 7.2 6.5 6.8 6.8 6.5 n.a.
Other (excl. c.p.e.) 2.8 3.3 3.3 3.h 3.8 3.8 n.a.
Cen. Planned Econs. 3.3 4.O 4.3 4.2 4.O 3.7 n.a.

World 16.2 17.7 17.5 17.5 18.2 17.5 nea.

Stocks.2/
United States 8.0 11.2 12.4 14.3 169 12.5 6.5
Other Net Exporters 3.7 3.8 3.8 4.2 4.h4 4.5 48
Net Importers (excl. 5.9 5.8 6.8 6.2 5.8 6.2 6.8

c .p.e.)
Cen. Planned Econs. 3.1 2.5 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.5

T&brld 20.7 23.3 26.0 28.0 30.6 26.9 21.6

Centrally-Planned
Countries

Exports to 1.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.0 n.ae
Imports from .3 .2 .3 .6 .8 .9 n.a.

Net exports to 1.4 2.3 2.2 1.9 1.4 1.1 n.a.

1/ Preliminary and partly estimated.

2/ The yield figures may be slightly different from those obtained by dividing the production figures
by the area figures shown above, due to rounding.

3/ August 1 of first year shown.

Source: ICAC, Cotton-World Statistics, various issues, and "Cotton - Monthly Review of the World
Situation," May - June 1969.



Table 2: RECENT TRENDS IN WORLD COTTON PRICES: C.I.F. QUOTATIONS AT LIVERPOOL

(U.S. cents per pound)

Origin Specification 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 March 1968 March 1969

United States Orleans/Texas Ma" 26.1 25.1 27.5 28.3 25.5
United States Memphis SM 1 - 1/16"? 29.3 2827 33.8 34.2* 29.0
United States California SM 1 -3/32?t 33h4 n.a. 39.8./" 38.h* 32.5
Mexico SM 1 - 1/16" 28.3 29.3!/ 31.9 32.2 28.5
Brazil Sao Palo Type 5, 1-1/32" 25.0Q! 2h.8 27V81/ 29.42/ 23.L2/

Pakistan./ 289 F. Punjab S.G. 28.0 26.0 26.3 26.2 28.0
Pakistand/ N.T. Sind R.G. 25.9 24.O 25.6 25.1± 27.9
Syria SM 1 - 1/1651 n.a./ 28.2 32.2 33 8 30.2
Iran SM 1 - 1/16?? 28.1! 29.0 32.0!/ 3 3 .2- 29.92/
Nicaragua SM 1 - 1/16" 27.1 27.6 30.4 30.5 26.0

Greece SM 1 - 1/16"? 29.1!! 28.9!/ 31.1 n.a. 31-6
Uganda_/ B.P. 52 31.9 32.0 36.7 37.5 35.6
U.S.S.. SM 1 - 1/16"t 29.0 30.0 33.2 34.2 29.0
Indial Bengal Desi Choice 25.9 21.8 240Il/ 25.9 28.5
Peru Tangxiis Type 5 34.0 39.0 37.9 36.1 31.3

Peru Prima No. 1. 1 - 9/16t h41.21/ 4±3.9 47.71/ 7 6.1± 1 45.9
Sudanr/ G 5 L 38.9 33.9 35.2 35.2 38.3
Sudan3/ G 5 S 4±3.8 38.2 1±0.71/ 39.5 1±3.9
U.A.R. Dendera F.G. 39.6 140.4 4±±.?7 45.h4* 49. 9*
U.A.R. Menoufi F.G. 1±9.8 51.3 55.8 56.8* 63.4*

1/ Average for less than twelve months.

2/ February.

3/ From 1967/68 on, shipment via Cape.

Source: ICAC, Cotton - World Statistics, various issues.



Table 3: COTT)N PRODUCTION: RECENT TRENDS, BY COUNTRY

(1,000 bales)

1959/60-
1961/62 1965/66 1966/67 1U67/68 1968/6

United States'. lh,920 9,860 7,215 1(,900

Others,excluding c.p.e.
Mexico 1,916 2,615 2p2h0 2,000 2,500
Nicaragua 177 510 530 h7O 120
Guatemala 102 410 290 355 325
El Salvador 195 240 180 160 190
U.A.R. 1,954 2,398 2,098 2,014 2,01h
Turkey 887 1,500 1,760 1,825 1,865
Syria 512 655 585 585 710
Iran 455 700 530 545 690
Israel 51 101 116 131 150
Australia 10 91 85 150 170
Greece 33h 3144 405 K043 3h0
Spain 370 375 415 300 315
India lt,025 4,600 h, 600 5,330 5,000
Pakistan 1,425 1,795 2,110 2,315 2,450
Sudan 695 755 890 905 1,000
Uganda 256 375 360 285 285
Tanzania 156 310 365 325 250
Chad 102 155 205 175 200
Argentina 4X96 b80 h00 335 45C
Brazil 2,050 2,500 2,050 2,750 3,250
Peru 620 5h4 1471 390 LOO
Colombia 326 300 405 465 665
Others 1 324 1 760 1 797 1,678 1 889

Total 1Y)O 2 22>7 23,931 2

U.SoS.R. 7,099 8,930 9,L180 9,L60 9,1450
China (Winland) 6,666 5,800 6,500 7,000 6,700
Eastern Europe- 71 95 lh5 115 120

Total lb,825 16,575 16,270

krld Total 1j6,758 53,258 __j2 47721 52,698

1/ Preliminary.

Source: ICAC, Cotton-World Statistics, various issues, and "Cotton - Monthly Rieview
of the World Situation," May-June 1969.



Table h: COTTON ACREAGE: RECENT TRENDS, BY COUTNTRY

(1,000 bales)

1959/60-
1961/62 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69l

United States 15,352 13,615 9,552 7, 997 1975

Otbers,excluding c.p.e..
Mexico 25020 1,959 1,733 1,703 1,795
Nicaragua 169 351 373 362 353
Guatemala 74 285 210 220 218
El Salvador 134. 203 122 1i2 130
U.A.R. 1,611 1,972 1,930 1,688 1,515
Turkey 1,560 1,693 1,759 1,773 1,768
Syria 567 732 630 592 650
Iran 830 950 970 720 890
Israel 27 h3 5 73 75
Australia 33 h8 5 71 77
Greece 418 335 350 3h0 356
Spain 65I IJ88 578 367 330
India 18,793 19,626 1i,358 20,300 20,300
Pakistan 3,366 3,877 3,975 h,281 , C)0
Sudan 1,019 1,086 1,200 1,193 1,160
Uganda 1,717 2,174 2,176 2,l1i4 2,000
Tanzania 467 550 600 650 670
Chad 617 750 740 735 780
Argentina 19237 1,095 815 723 900
Brazil 5,033 5,5oo 5,0°O 5,600 6,500
Peru 649 5W h69 h65 450
Colombia 384 395 4 12 431 590
Others 5 030 5520 5,588 5,681 6 080

Total 9Y6 5606 5076

U.S.S. R. 5,500 6,03It 6,098 6,034 6,100
China (Mainland) 12,565 11,500 12,000 12,500 12,300
Eastern Europe 251 168 176 180 180

Total 1, 17,102 18,27L 1871h T77

World Total 80___ 81?i93 76,922 76,905 80,81p2

.1/ Preliminary.

Source: ICAC, Cotton-World Statistics, various issues, and "Cotton - Monthly Beview
of the World Situation," MIay-June 1969.

....... .........



Table 5: COTTON YIELDS: RECENr TRENDS, BY COUNTRY

(Pounds per acre)

1959/60-
1961/62 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/6$91/

United States 452i 527 493 W.7 512
Others,excluding c.p.e.
Mexico 453 638 618 562 666Nicaragua 501 695 680 621 569Guatemala 659 687 659 771 711jEl Salvador 696 566 705 682 700U.A.R. 580 581 520 570 63hTurkey 272 241 .330 h92 50bSyria h32 191 261 h73 522Iran 262 352 261 362 371Israel 903 1,120 1,027 865 956Australia 145 916 757 1,006 1,055Greece 382 h91 553 619 457Spain 270 367 303 391 h56India 102 112 1i1 126 118Pakistan 202 221 254 258 2660Sudan 326 332 351h 363 L12Uganda 71 581 520 64 68Tanzania 160 269 291 239 176Chad 79 99 132 ll 123Argentina 192 210 231  221 239Brazil 195 217 196 235 239Peru 4.57 492 416 453 L78Colombia 406 363 L70 516 539Others 126 152 15h 1Wl 1i9Average 190 22L 223 228

U.S.S.R. 617 707 713 7h9 7L]China (Mainland) 254 241 259 268 26CEastern Europe 135 270 394 305 319Average 361 o 1 2

1brld Average 279 313 302 297 312

1/ Preliminary.

Source: ICAC, Cotton-World Statistics, various issues, and "Cotton - Monthly Review
of the Wrld Situation," May-June 1969.



Table 6: WORLD APPAREL FIBER CONSUMPTION IN TERMS OF COTTON EQUIVALENITS

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY FIBER), CALENDAR 1958-1968

1/ Rayon a Non-
CottorWp;-- Acetate- Cellulosicsa/ TotaL2 /

1958 68.4 5.0 2l1.h 5.2 100.0

1959 66.6 5.2 21.8 6.4 100.0

1960 65.6 5.2 21.7 7.5 100.0

1961 63.7 5.2 22.3 8.8 100.0

1962 60.7 5.1 23-.1 11.1 100.0

1963 58.8 4.8 23.4 13.0 100.0

1964 57.2 h4. 23.3 15.1 100.0

1965 56.3 4.2 22.5 17.0 100.0

1966 5h.7 4.1 21.3 19.9 100.0

1967 53.9 3.8 20.1 22.2 100.0
hi

1968- 49.6 3.6 19.8 27.0 100.0

1/ Based on mill consumption.

2/ Consumption is assumed to be equal to production.

3/ Excluding glass fibers.

4/ Partly estimated.

Source: ICAC, "Report on Inter-Fiber Competition," Doc. 20-XXVII, June, 1969.



Table 7: RECENT TRF,WDS IN U.S. MARKET PRICES OF COTTON, RAYON AND POLYESIER CO'MPARED

Rayon
Period Cotton Regular Modified Polyester

Cotton Equi- Cotton Equi- Cotton Ylqui- Cotton Equi-

List PriceY valent costL/ List Price valent cost2 List Price valent cost/ List Price valent costj

..... ............................................ Cents per pound..............................................

1960 38 143 30 31 140 142 129 108

1966 29 33 28 29 36 38 81 68

-1967 31 35 28 29 36 38 63 53

.1968 35 140 28 29 37 39 61 51

p1969

January 32 36 28 29 38 140 61 51 3/

February 32 36 28 29 38 140 61 51 41)/

1/ SM 1-1/161" mill price.

2/ For cotton, adjustment needed to convert to a net-weight basis; USDA conversion factors, used here, are: cotton, 0.88;

rayon, 0.96; and non-celluilosics, 1.19.

3/ Price after additional adjustment for off-list selling, branded fibres; unbranded fibre is reported to be selling at

still lower prices.

Source: ICAC "Report on Inter-Fibre Competition,1 " Doc. 20, June 1969, p. 7.



ANNEX I:

List of Selected Conference Docuiments Distributed
at the ICAC, Meeting ___

1. "Cotton: Monthly Review of the Wdorld Situation" (devoted to the
Annual Review of the World Cotton Situation 1968/69), May - June
1969, (Doc. 11).

2. Cotton Stocks and Prices (Doc. 21), in three parts:

(a) W.W. Shindy, "The Cotton Stock Cycle."
(b) !"Statistical Analysis of Some Factors that Influence World

Cotton Stocks and Prices," USDA, Foreign Agricultural Circular
Cotton, FC 7-69, April 1, 1969.

(c) David S. Murray (Statistician, ICAC), "The Role of Carryover
in a Balanced Cotton Economy."

3. Cotton Price Policies and Market Access Restrictions that Affect
Cotton Trade (Doc. 19).

4. Preliminary Report on Cotton Production Plans Over the Next Five
Years (Doc. 17).

5. Report on Inter-Fiber Competition (Doc. 20).

6. Government Regulations on Cotton, 1969 (Doc. 15).

7. Breeding fot Improved Yields in Modern Commercial Varieties of Cotton
(Doc. 1h).

8. Questionnaire on Commercial Transactions and Shipping (Doc. 16 )

9. Bibliography on 'Man-Made Fibers and Inter-Fiber Competition.



ANNEX II:

Preliminary Report on Cotton Prod ction Plans
Over the Next Five Years!'

PREFACE
(By the Secretariat)

By instruction of the 27th Plenary Meeting, producing countries were to
supply the Secretariat with the best available estimates on production plans
over the next 5 years. The reslponse has been quite gratifying and 31 coun-
tries - representing 54% of total world production - have replied.

When the estimates are aggregated it shows that production in these countries
could increase by several million bales. However, I think it is necessary
to exercise caution in interpreting these data. In some instances the figures
given are planned increases, and in others purely opinions.

The trend in cotton pr-oduction will. be determined by many factors, but partic-
ularly by the level of cotton prices and the export potential of the v.arious
countries. Even if the increases in production do not reach planned levels,
the fact remains that there are many forces at work making for an increase
in cotton production over thie long run.

The Standing Committee also decided to request projections on a future level
of cotton consumption in producing countries. From the informatiin supplied
it is apparent that, generally speaking, the planned increases in consumnp-
tion are much less than tim anticipated increas6 in production. This leads
to the conclusionz, therefore, that the bulk of the increase in production
will be made available for export.

It is emphasized that the information in this document refers merely to
production plans. These platns may change depending on the price situation
and demand prospects.

1/ ICAC, Document 17-XXV1II.



COTTON PRODUCTION AND CONSIJUPTION
PROJECTIONS FOR 1973

Production Consumption
Country 1965/69 1973 96 /69 1973

Preliminary Preliminary

-............. 1,000 balesA'...................Y

Australia 170 180 130 148
China (Taiwan 1 3 385 575
Colombia 665 828 300 n.a.
Dahomey 35 106 1 n.a.
El Salvador 190 279 55 n.a.
Greece 350 553 200 208
Guatemala 325 365 45 n.a.
Upper Volta 35 91 5 5
India 1l,9oo 6,600 5,hOO 6,600
Iran 690 922 250 277
Israel 150 300 120 h1O
Italy 10 10 1,030 1,000
Kenya 25 33 8 33
Korea 15 15 h20 h87
Malawi 20 80 7 14
Mexico 2,450 2,697 685 8W6
Nicaragua h20 500 15 35
Nigeria 240 323 120 155
Paraguay 45 105 18 23
Peru LOO 650 75 208
Portugal 2h0 392 398 461
Sudan 875 900 65 n.a.
Syria 710 1,000 110 161
South Africa 75 80 200 273
Tanzania 250 500 20 59
Turkey 1,875 2,075 760 9W5
U.A.R. 1,94o 2,200 875 950
Uganda 285 481 55 90
U.S.A. 10,900 13,000 8,300 n.a.
Venezuela 70 110 90 110
Yugoslavia 18 69 420 503

Total 235,W.7 - -

1/ 478 lbs net.

NA = Not applicable.



ANNEX II: (Continued)

United States Projections of production and consumption must be limited
to 1969 and 1970 because legislation on whiclh current
programmes and policies are based will expire at the end
of 1970. Actual planted acreage likely to remain in the
12 to 13 million acre range.

The desired production level under current policy is
just enough cotton to cover annual needs for domestic
consumption and exports with no significant change in
carryover from the 6..5 million bale total on August 1,
1968. These annual requirements may be projected at
13 to lb million bales.

India On the basis of an estimated population of 606 million,
per capita consumption of cloth at 15.5 metres, exports
of cotton manufactures and raw cotton at 750 million
metres and 0.29 million bales respectively and extra
factory consumption of 0.29 million bales, the total
demand for cotton is projected at 7.0 million bales by
1973-74¢. Assuming that the present average annual im-
ports of 0.60 million bales mnay be reduced to 0.37 mil-
lion bales of only superior and extra long staple cottons,
the net requirements of Indian Cotton by l.973-7L would be
roughly 6.6 million bales.

In order to meet this demand, a cotton production target
of 6.6 million bales has been proposed for the Fourth
Plan, to be achieved by 1973-7Lm. This target is based
on an estimated production of 4l.9 million bales during
1968-69, the base year.

To achieve the above target, the present average pro-
duction of 111 pounds per acre has to be raised to
161 pounds per acre.



ANNEX II: (Continued)

Brazil No production plans. Planting decisiorns left entire>Y to
the farmers guided-by their market expectations.

China (Taiwan) Domestic consumption will probably increase 1'Q per year.

Guatemala Future acreage will be determined by the market situation
but in any case it will be very difficult to surpass t,e
acreage and production of 1968/69.

Israel Goal for 5 years is to reach 120,000 - 150,000 acres,
compared to present level of 75,000 acres.

Kenya Forecast of 33,000 bales consumption subject to large
margin of error. Local market is in doldrums at present
which could stop construction of new mills being planned.

Malawi Messrs David Whitehead & Sons are the only domestic
cotton consumer. Projections of consumption require a
good knowledge of the factors affecting the market which
at present they do not have. On a five year basis cotton
production plans are 1965 - 31,000 bales, 1970 - 50,000
bales, and 1975 - 100,000 bales.

Nicaragua It is likely that both acreage and production will con-
tinue to decline in the near future as a result of low
prices now ruling in the market.

South Africa According to the latest Economic Development Prograrrme
the average annual increase in the production of textile
goods, inter alia, is set at 7.3% for the programrminrg
period 1968-1973.. A linear extrapolation of the prc-
duction trend of cotton over the past 20 years indicate
that production in 1970 and 1980 will be in the vieir.ity
of 51.5 million) pounds and 67.5 million pouinds respectively.

Sudan No plans to change acroage and therefore crop will be at
about its present level.

Plan is to raise production to 200,000 tons minimum or
225,000 tons maximum.

Und 1970/71 target for production is L81,000 bales.



ANNEX III:

THE MANAGUA DECLARATION

The cotton situation has been characterized by a chronic dis-
equilibrium between suipply and demand, resulting in price instability.
The market is now characterized by a pronounced downward trend in cotton
prices and a very slow purchase rate. This situation presents serious
problems and causes grave concern to the American countries, the majority,
of which are cotton producers, whose economies depand to a great extent
on cotton production and sales.

In view of these circumstances, the Government of Nicaragua
called a meeting of the cotton-producing countries of this continent,
through the Federacion Interamericana de Algodon (FIDA), in order to study
the situation, exchange points of view, and examine at the same time the
Agenda for the Twenty-eighth Plenary Meeting of the International Cotton
Advisory Committee, which will take place in Uganda this June.

The following items were considered: Price trends in the inter-
national market; the need to stabilize cotton prices and the effects of
price instability on cotton production and consumption; the cotton con-
sumption and stock situation; protectionist policies in production and
restrictions on trade; market conditions; manmade fiber competition; and
the feasibility of an international trade agreement under current condi-
tions.

Participating countries also exchanged views on the important
role to be played by the industrialized countries and the cotton produc-
ing and importing countries if orderly narketing is to be attained.

After due consideration of the above, the First Pan-American
Cotton Meeting recommends:

I. Closer international cooperation to solve the problems
which affect the cotton economy.

II. Continuation of the analysis of the world cotton situa-
tion and, in order to find the most effective methods of
cooperation, organization by the Federacion Interamoricana
del Algodon of a Second Pan-American Cotton Mqeting, during
the Plenary Meeting of the Iinternational Cotton Advisory
Committoe in Uganda.

III. Support of the Interinatiolial Cotton Advisory Conmnittee
in the study of all means of international cooperation, in-
cluding the feasibility of an irnternational cotton agreement.

Managua, D. N., Republic of Nicaragua, April 211 1969.

Signatories: Brazil, Colombia, Costa RAica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru and the UJnited States (as an observer).

Source: As reprinted in USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service, "Foreign
Agriculture," Vol. VII, No. 26, June 30, 1969.


